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C H A P T E R - 1 
The present study Is a study of the problem 
of social adjxistiaent of- Kashmiri students in Aligarh 
Muslim university, Aligarh^ The researcher himself 
was attracted towards the analyses of the problems of 
social adjustments taking place in Aligarh Muslim 
University, Aligarh. In the process of coimnon day ta 
day problems, interchanging of ideas and the attitude 
of Kashmiri students and the shift of valties, liberalism 
and the mutual tolerance in adjxisting themselves im 
the environment of A.M.U, are the main crux of the 
problem. 
Apart firom the facination with the researcher 
developed toword his field of enquiry, the attitudes 
of the students in the position direction which have of 
inportant and direct bearing on the social life of 
A.M.IT,, Aligarh, 
TSne purpose of the present investigation is to 
study the social adjustments of the Kashmiri students 
with non Kashmiri students with tbe social changes 
which takes place because of their attitudes. Before 
proceeding the problems of social adjustment, it is 
necessary to know some thing about social adjustments. 
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The term social adjustment refers to t&e change; 
in society of total environment in which social 
processes, social patterns, and social interactions 
takes place in positive directions* It includes 
alterations in the structure and funct-ions .<s£ tshe 
society or environment in which an individual oa: large 
nuirtber of persons are engaged in activities that differs 
from which their predeccessors were engaged in some 
time before, one finds a social change when ever human 
behaviour is in the process of modification," Human 
society is constituted of human beings and seme is the 
case of students adjusting themselves with other students 
in the academic environment of Aligarh ttoslim Itoiversity, 
Aligarh, 
What distingtiishes a mam from the other spacies is 
that in addition to wishing to live, he wishes to live 
well. Living welli, the search for the good life means 
living not only here and now but for the future also.' Frcan 
this prespective the f-unction of a University student 
contribute to the possibility for all men, of living well. 
This contribution has seemed most obvious in the realm of 
living in Halls of residence, education at different levels 
and taking advantage of academic atmosphere of the University 
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Academic f reedon traditionally centred tihree tyges 
of activities enquiries aimed at extending the botandries 
of knowledge and testing the new ideas and theories, the 
critical re-examination of acceprting ideas, theories and 
believes and the coramimication sharing and refiBeinent of 
ideas, knowledge and theories with other entrxisted members 
of the academic community and the commxinity at large, Botlh 
pxincip^le and special testify that these activities 
are best performed if University is able to stustain 
an environment which encourages these activities to the 
ftillest and protects them from invasion frpm without as 
well as erosion from within. 
Certainly academic freedom and social adjustments 
of the students are attached to the idea of a University 
and the aims of a University education. But it is not 
the only freedom by the students to speak, to write and 
to discuss but academic freedom in the true sense has its 
own distinctive and its own honourable traditions. 
What transpires in such an atmosphere does not desire 
the name of learning, but of conditioning closed minds on 
the part of students,can doiibtless be indoctrinated, they 
may even be trained, but they can not be tought. Closed 
minds on the part of professors, can issue directions, they 
may even give lectures, but they can not teach. And the close 
circuts of commxinication between the parofesscrr and the 
intellectual spark by which the minds of students and 
teachers alike or ignited. 
Academic freedom and social adjustments are not 
an end itself. It is an indispensable means ta'uniqxje 
objective of the University that of the cxiltivation of 
minds and provocation of thought. 
In the community of Aligarh Muslim TJniversity 
students which embrases the teachers and students alike, 
the paramoxint ne d to create and preserve a climate 
condissive to th& growth of critical enquiry and 
independent thought. On its negative side the mind 
requires the inclusion of all irrelent pressures and 
restraint which would entrupt dislonge or qualify its 
practice. Such opportunities are not only limited to class 
rooms, with its some what formal procedures and methods of 
instruction. The entire campus is but an extended class 
room, with provocations and conversations, complementry 
values and formal educa^,ion, speeches, debates and group 
discussions. 
There is going recognition todey thrt the students 
can no longer be treated as mere transients who receive 
an education from the teachers, but they must be accepted 
as a constituen-c part or academic coinmunity. Th3 rights 
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and prevellg-es of membership includes n€«l the freedom 
to learn, to enquire, to discuss but the right to be 
treated, v/ith dignity and to be allowed to take a 
responsible part in the affairs of the community,' The 
herassmentr petty vindictiveness and arbitraryness 
suffered, by the student indicate the alter failure of the 
University administration to \inderstand how the members 
of the Goramxinity ought to treat one another,' 
A University is no longer an isolated enclave in 
which the members are contented to exchange the ideas among 
themselves. In every field endevour from science to social 
rights, there are representativeo from the University as 
decision makers, training advisers and participants. 
If in the present age the boundries of the campus 
symbolize for community pledged to rational enquiry and 
not a closed community separated from the pxiblic world, 
there "is pressing need to reaffair the political rights, 
as well as the academic freedom of the members of the 
University, What is often denied them, not only out side 
the campus boundries,,' hint more recently inside is the 
right to take their ideas seriously.' Itr is no- less true 
of freedom in the academic institutions than of freedom 
in society ISiat it reqiiires regiilar and vigorous exercise 
if it is to servive and serve its ends that exercise 
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is fotind in continous contest and criticism, the free 
competition of the academic market place,' 
The events taking placQ in A,M,U. canpus are 
expression of the deep concern of memberships in the 
University community and in the larger political 
society. It is a concern intimately connected to 
academic freedom/ for ask those who teach and those 
who adminis'cer the values encouraged by free atmosphere 
coiild be taken seriously. Contrary ta wide spread 
impression* the students never contended 
that academic freedom constituted a licence for 
breaking the lawi' Ti^ at they have denied is 
that the prepetuatioTi of th& function of a University/ 
requires t hat the political rights of students be 
inferior to those of students and that political and 
social values must not taken so serious that members 
of the academic community would attempt to advocate or 
promote thesi, values by political means,' 
H B T R O D O I > 0 6 T 
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C H A P g E K ~II 
Attitude is a hypothetical or latent variable 
rather than an iraraediate obseirvable variable. In 
socialogical investigation* attitude does not refer 
to any; streotyped answer of an individual but it is 
abstraction from a large number of the responses. It 
is generally believed that there are number of the 
causes and socios'political factors for social 
adjustment of Kashmiri students in A.M.U.^Aligarh. Tbe 
variable studied and analysed in the present 
investig ation include admission, accomnodation* 
langviage, climate, diet# culture edxicational system 
and political life etc-
TOQLS AHD TBCHNIflOES 
In order to study the above studied problems 
a questionaire was issued to the students of different 
age group and income* After getting answers and 
responses, the respondents were interviewed to clarify 
their answers. In all there were 45 questions in 
questionaire covering above mentioned factors 
responsible for admission, A break down of items 
included each diroensioa is Jilaced below: 
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T A B L E NO, I 
u 
2 . 
3 . 
4* 
5 . 
6 . 
7 . 
8 , 
9 . 
10 . 
AcbmissioB 
Accommodation 
Language 
d i i a a t e 
D i e t 
Cu l tu r e 
Educa t iona l System 
P o l i t i c a l l i f e -
Games 
Other cpisestiom 
QUESTION 
6 
6 
3 
3 
5 
6 
7 
4 
3 
2 
The questionaire was in the form of simple 
statecaent and the respondents were irequired to show 
their agreement or disagreement by putting a sign of 
( res ) or ( No ) against each item for which sprace 
was BfTovidfid there in. 
The Sanrple 
This is a joint project resort of Department of 
Sociology^ A.M*U. Aligarh to study the approximately about 
380 students of Kashmir in A.M.U. Aligarh. Out of 380 
students, 100 were taken as sanple and the questionaires 
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were distributed among theio» 
Tabulation Of Data 
After the collection of datas# the data were 
arranged in tables shifting and coxmting of individual 
items, has heen done one by one. After counting and 
adopting process the data were arranged in table 
systeraaticallyif 
1^ TatniLation indicates the object of research 
and its significancev 
Zi rt allows the econCTty of space, 
3;, Tabulation is only practical side of analysis and 
rendom method was applied for this. 
In this chapter we were discxissing the methodology 
and object of investigation in the study of social 
adjustment. In this regard we faced many difficxilties 
and problems to study the subject and attitude of the 
Kashmiri students^ 
A D M I S S I O H AMD A C C O M M O D A T I O N 
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C H A P T S R - III 
ADmSSIOM Alg) AXXOMMCffiATIOH 
tKiiverslt:^  Of Kashmir 
Applicants for admission must normally hold an 
appropraitje first degree with at least 2nd class standing. 
The condition may be relaxed for students from backward 
ccKnraunities and schedtile caste. Art graduates are not 
eligible for admission to higher degree in science; 
University Of Jiajmnu 
Applicants for admission must normally hold an 
appropraite first degree (preferably with 1st and 2nd 
division)• Art graduates are not eligible for admission 
to higher degrees in science siabjects* 
University Of Delhi 
Applicants for admission must normally hold an 
appropraite 1st division All degrees are open to 
approved grades of other Universities* 
Aliqarh Muslim Itolversitv Allaarh 
Bi /^ jfUU, the admission open to: all ^ pialifled 
students. Students are selected for admission a candidate 
normally applies to the University stating the course which 
he wishes to study to choose from the thousands of 
candidates those wha are to be admitted as students is 
an important task. Here i should say one thing that many 
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Kashmiri students wait for xrntil the resialts of those 
examinations become available in August,' 
An out line of the A,M.U procedure for dealing 
with admissions is as followsv 
An admission tutor who is a roenibGr of the academic 
staff is appointed by each department in science, 
engineering, law, arts, social sciences, coninerce etc,«tc» 
Applications for admission are r>eceived by the 
Registrar recorded there and passed to the admission 
tutor concerned'; Some times alone often inconsultation 
with some of his colleagues, he arrives at the series 
of decisions, some provisional, some final that 
tiltimately determine which candidates will be admitted. 
These decisions are based on the candidates school 
or college records and assesment. 
The whole procedure in A.M.U, is to some extdnt 
flexible. The aim of the University is to admit as many 
students as possible. Now from last year the University 
has raised the standard of merit for admission 50% for 
external students and 45% for internal students'i 
For sched\ile tribes and schedule caste candidates 
5% seate§ are reserved out of 25% seats reserved for 
certain categories of candidates to be admitted by the 
Vice-chancellor or at his own discretion; from amongst 
the eligible candidates for all courses except M.B.B.S, If 
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suitable candidates are not availablie the seats 
shall be alloted to other candldates.-
All admissions to the Tfiiiversity shall be 
provisional in the first instance* Provisional 
admissions may be cancelled by the University not later 
than four months after the date of such admission if it 
is discovered that the candidate has read* a false 
are incorrect statements or fradxilent means have been 
tised by him, 
H&w the question that why Kashmiri students 
generally come to A.M.U, for admission and which 
problems they face regarding their admission and 
accommodation. 
Causes 
!• Language is the first cause which attracts the 
Kashmiri students for A.M.U, because the medium of 
instruction in Kashmir is Urdu and English and in A.M,U» 
also the medi\am of instruction is Bnglish. therefore the 
Kashmiri students easily adjust themselves in the 
eiticational system of this ISiiversity. 
2. The second cause, is that A.M.U, has got a 
peaceful atmosphere, 
3.» Thirdly the A,M.U, is less esqiensive in 
comparision to other Universities, 
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4. Fourthly the dxae ta its minority character, 
Kashmiri prefer this University because Muslims have 
got certain previleges with regard to their religion, 
language, culture etc, etc* 
5V The A,M»U, is free from the dirty politics. 
6, In A.M.U, there are facilities of scholarships. 
7« And lastly A.M^U. has got an importial educational 
system. 
Keeping all these things a questionaire was aimed 
to know the views of Kashmiri students regarding their 
problems, I have collected datas from 100 Kashmiri 
students, of various Halls and attach boarders. In the 
light of the admission 30% students favoured the question 
No- 2. and 70% expressed their view against the question 
that means the majority of the students expressed that 
they did not faceany special difficulty regarding the 
admission. In question No 3, the 71% students expressed 
their views in 'Yes' and 29% said *Jm* tiiat means the 
majority of students were admitted, on basis of the merit. 
And in qpaestion No- 5 the 60% expressed their views in 
favour and 40% expressed their views against the question. 
That means the majority of the students said that Kashmiri 
students are not meted out with fxall Jtistice regarding 
their admission in A,M,U, Aligarh,-
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TABL5 OF ADMISSION IS GIVEN BELOW;-
No, Of 
Students ' 
IdD 
IQCk 
100 
Q.Nb* ' 
', 2 , 
1 3 
, 5 
Tes ' 
1 30% ] 
, 71% , 
' 60% 
No 
1 70% 
\ 29% 
, 40% 
Tb question No- 1" the some students gave 
their answers were that they come to A.M.U, because 
due to poor merit they do not get admission in 
Kashmir University or the particular subject which 
they prefer is not available in Kashmir University, 
While others answered to this question that they 
come to A.M.U. because of its international fame 
and its high standard of educational- system. To 
question No- 5> the majority of the Kashmiri gave 
their answeSs that the criteria of admission shotild 
be merit in general and in particxilar on-the basis 
of distant statej* 
A C C O H M O D A T I O H 
The distinguishing feature of the Aligarh 
Muslim University, Aligarh is its predominent-J y 
recidencial character,' Ihis enables the students not 
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only to stu(^ but also to live together, tb participate 
in its extra-cxorrictolar activities and become a part 
of a co-operative commxinity of work and service. Since 
roost of the teachers also live in the University area, 
close personal touch between the senior and junior 
members of the University is maintained. 
a^LLS OP RBSIDBHCEt-' 
Hie Hostels are groupped together into Halls 
of residence, among which the following men and women 
students, 
1. Men Students; 
!• Sir S3^d Hall 5, Mohsin-ul Mulk Hall 
2» Viqar MulJc Hall 6m Ross Masood Hall 
3. Aftab Hall 7w Badl Hasan Hall 
4. Sulaiman Efell 8.' Mohd, Habib Hall 
2» women students; 
U Abdulla Hall 2^ Sarojini Naidu Hall 
Generally each Hall comprises from four to seven 
Hostelsv Bach Hall is under the supervision of a Provost 
and each Hostel is under the supervision of a Warden, The 
Provost and the Warden is appointed from the Academic 
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staff* The Warden is e3<pected to know the students 
individually. The Academic staff shoxild also live in 
the University Carapus and should achieve close and 
responsible contact with the students and student life. 
Now the problem is that inspite of these Hos]bel 
facilities why the Kashmiri students who get admission 
in Aligarh Muslim laiiversity face the difficulty of 
acconwodation. Kashmiri students ^nerally oortie for 
XiL.B* or M»A» Degree^ That means that they spent these 
years either out side: the University campus or in a ro<»n 
(within the University) which is popiilated by not less 
than 10 to 15 students. Hardly any student gets 
accoR«Qodation in any Hostel. 
For this purpose the cpaestionaire was aimed to 
know the view of various Kashmiri students both attach 
boarders and the HQgtel iresidents. The question Mo- 1 
was favoxired by 91% of the Kashmiri students and 9% said 
against the question. That means majority of the students 
favoured the residential character of the University. 
Inspite of the difficxil ties which they face in securing 
accoimnodatioa only 26% favoured the question No- 3 and 
74% e^ qjressed their views against the question. That means 
majority of Kashmiri students were against for a separate 
Kashmiri Hall in this University because that will be a great 
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inipedement in the way of free mixing with the other 
social strata which the primary piirpatee of the Hostel 
life.' In question No- 4- 37% students said •YES* and 
63% students said 'NO», Ihat means the 63% of the 
students said that they did not faced any difficulty 
with other 
in adjusting themselvesAostel fellows because their 
co-operation was too encouraging to develop a quick 
xmderstanding. In question t^o- 6# 50% students said 
'YES' and 50% students said •H0»* That means the 50% 
students expressed their views that they like only 
single seated room and 50% esqpressed that they 
like malti seated rooms* In single seated room the 
prospects of studing the books is evident but in multi 
seated rooms prospects of studying the human beings 
are obviously available and which is necessary for 
social interaction* 
Hhe table is given below» 
NCOP STUDENTS ' Q# NO, ' YES ' HO 
, i : 
loo • 1 
3 
4 
e 
* 
• 
i 
91% 
26% 
37% 
50% 
* 9% 
' 74% 
63% 
: 50X> 
But the general view of the students is that the 
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Kashmiri students must be given any consideration 
in regard to accommodation on the basis of 
distant state* There is a Hostel in A*M#U, namely 
Kashmir House which has been build by Kashmir 
Goverwnent* At present the Kashmiri students get 
only 5% seats from that hostelv The general view 
is thatt the Kashmiri students shotxld be glvea 
a sufficient quota from that Hbstel sa well as 
from other Hostel of the Aligarh Muslim IMiversity^ 
Allgarh;' 
I * A H 6 i r A , G E - E D t J C A T I 0 N J l L S Y S T E M 
AND 6 A H E S 
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UA. H 6 P & ft S 
What language or languages a University 
decides to teach is its cwn concern to be determined 
by such considerations as the ftdfilraent of basic 
educational needs, the wider interests of its 
studentSr richness and variety in> the curricxala and 
perhaps also the availability of fxinds and personal. 
But when a language is sought tcr be made part of an 
educational system not only as a corapxolsory s\ibject 
of study but also the medixira of instruction at some 
or all levels for some or all courses, one needs to 
trae or very serious look at the (question. One needs 
to do so because it implies an investment of the time, 
energy and resources that can be of awesome proEortions 
in any country but particularly so in the case of a 
populous cotintry like India. It then becomes a matter 
of national policy or at least, something to be pursued 
in varied manners by differ&at institutions within the 
frame work of a national policyi' It also becomes very 
relevent to determine what the role of the language in 
the life of the nation is what is expectedi to be 
accomplished, through its use and what its ofticial status 
is. It is only through this kind of relevence that 
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political decisions and educational policies which 
ideally should be kept apart have become related 
to the question of English in mdia^ 
There is general lack of tanderstanding about 
such matters as the coninunicative roles of a lazscpiage 
at different levels, what niakes a language a*link' 
language, the optimal nxiniber of 'official* languages 
that any nation has been known.to use in fact, the 
role of medium of instruction: and its problems, 
varieties of bilingualism and a hisst of other related. 
questions. The folklorists attitudes of the people as 
well as policy makers, about these makers, about ttiese 
matters show upt incompletely uniformed claims, pro or 
con, about such things as the efficiency of English 
versus Indian languages on the other, the developed and 
on desveloped state of some languages and tbe desirability 
of allowing a "hatching" period for them, the cpestion 
of national pride, national identity and national unit^ " 
associated with the selection of an official language, 
the case of leaminga particular language as against all 
others ettfi' 
Hie ptirpose here is not to disctiss the 
(giestion of the official language policies. However the 
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official language and question and the question of 
language in ed^ ication are inextricably mexed up. A 
proper understanding of some of the considerations are 
equally relevent to both of them, because national 
needs have to be provided for in the educational 
planning for languages. 
There is generally accepted feeling about 
which some how the supporters of Hindi are more 
vocifero\is that India as an independent nation must 
have one and only one of its indigenous languages 
as the official/language of the union. Ihis is 
generally argxaed for in the interest of the national 
pride, national identity and national unity. The 
argun^nt is basically correct as far as national 
pride and national identity go but not so convincing as 
far as national unity is concerned,' specially when 
there is first hand experience to the contrary. National 
unity is made up of a number of things of which a 
single common language may be one but not necessarily 
sov India is by no means the only exeesaple of a 
multilingual natioa being subjected to the necessity 
of instituting more than one official language, Belgium, 
Canada, Fineland and Switzerland ar« good examples of 
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nations with more than one official language i' In fact 
India is more fortunate than the nations mentioned 
above whejre there is f\all equility of two official 
languages.' India has English only as associate 
official language. & possible objection to English 
because it is not an indigeooxis Indian language is 
irrelivent because this is the language that all 
most all Indian agree xigotL specially those who 
for what ever reason find the second language 
necessary';* 
Arguments are also raised- about standardization 
in language in a manner which can be very misleading. 
Many lil^ Prank Anthoray try to argue that unlike 
English/ a language lilce Hindi has no norms. He says 
** even in. Hindi states today Hindi differs from a r ^ 
to the another".' We need English today for two 
practical reasons* first.as V.V.John puts it very 
directly," We need English because we need Shglish 
Books'* and secondly because India happens to be a 
multilingual oountryf 
Regardless of the question of the quality of 
English as--a language, it so happens that English is 
extcemly rich in Its books which have served us in the 
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past and can continue to serve us for a long time 
in futvireii English is the single most important 
language in this regard* English at: present time 
is \mparalleled»i Therefore the teaching of English 
at least in our edtfcational system has to be not 
only conpulsory but has also to be strengthened 
further.^  Besides the English also happens to be 
the general purpose link, language of the world and 
our best souxxes of contact with the outside world. 
Every major University in the world taaches it 
either for its sotarce language f\jnction or its 
linlc language functionv There is no reason why 
India sho\ald decide, to do away^  with It, 
Lang\iage Ijs the efficient media of mass 
communication without which we can not vmderstand the 
feelings, passions* desires, pleasures, sorrows and 
ambitions of o\ir co beings** Regions and frontiers 
originate on the basis of language/ man and man 
discriminate on lingual problem and there would have 
been a curious homogeneity had birds and other than 
man would have got some inter-lingual- set. Take the 
instance of a country like India, every state and 
every belt is approximately distincted on the basis of 
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language and to the extent even the inhebitents of a 
single belt or a State do not have a similar dialect. 
For instance in Kashmir the inhabitents of sopore do 
have a different dialect then those of the inhebitents 
of Anantnag to the south of the Kashmir• Two 
inhabitents of different divisions can be easily 
distingue shed, through their different dialect- in 
Kashmir valley both speak Kashmiri likewise, librthem 
IQdian if droped in^  the mob of southern Indian*, he 
will definitely feel himself unccanfortable, confused 
and can not easily survive. His position is like 
a: bird who find himself in the midst of human beings. 
No one is capable to understood his pain and strains; 
Every one gets exausted and drops himself to the fate» 
This exanple, I thinKc exactly fits with a 
Kashmiri student in the hostels of A.M.iV, Aligarh, The 
c[uestionaire was in this respect aimed to know the 
feelings of Kashmiri students in Aligarh Muslim University 
70% out of 100 agreed that language is the fundamental 
factor which obstacles oxirself adjustment here in 
A.M«U, However ao% of the students agreed that 
language is problem which obstacles oiirself adjustment. 
Moreover the students were asked which language 
they prefer to be the .... 
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jBsdiura of i n s t n i c t i o n i n A.M.U, Major i ty of t h e 
s t u d e n t s were i n favotxr of Engl i sh^ 
iSie t a b l e of views r e g a r d i n g the language i s 
g iven below j -
NO. OP STUDENTS : Q.NO. 
100 3 2 
"STES X NO 
s 
70% : 30% 
Basically a Kashmiri can speak easily and 
fluntly only Kashmiri language. His knowledge, over 
English, Urdu or Hindi languages is week, Approxiroa^ly 
every Kashmiri student is entitled to have been Dtdu 
and Psrsian only upto Ma trie and stich reading to 
cross examination book or by crook. He not concentrates 
his much over learning . its conplicacies and novelties; 
However English is official language o* ffladia, therefore, 
if a Kashmiri brother seeks the con5>anyn of an Indian 
(who frequently speaks Urdir ) he fails to understand 
the dialect, because what his frelnd speaks is not read 
by him on. the books or novels;- He has been towbt 
literary novelifes and neither of tJrdu nor of Hindi 
language* His fr«ind in his company is raauster upon 
his language* rather his mother toagtae',* His tongtae can 
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interpi^-t every and reflect each and every posture 
of a situation and is having tremondous capacity 
of cutting jolces,^  His slight and ctirrect pressiire 
upoa a single word brusts the whole coinpany into a 
laughter and at the same instance you are sure to 
observe your Kashmiri companion doihb and dead silent• 
His deadliness upon yo\ir joke not means its indifference 
towards joke but he could not understand it properlyi 
I*anguage is the only meter one can quickly 
easily judge each others sentiments, altitudes and 
behaviour^ This is only media which has power to 
bring two unknown together, Residing for two years 
in M»M»Hall, A.M.U. I am boldto make it known that it 
is only difference of language which keeps other 
students away from Kashmiri sttidents, A Kashmiri 
student never freel3f talks to his fellow brothers, he 
only and always seeks the company of other Kashmiri 
speakers with whom he can express is feelings, desires 
and sentiments, with whom only he can cut jcjflces toe 
enjoys life. 
Now the other known language to a Kashmiri is 
English. As already practized it, it is an official 
language- in Kashmir. He can not speak fluently but t© 
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the best of others he is capable on. the other 
hand, Indians feel difficulty in speaks English 
as their mother tongue and in schools they have 
only j»ad Hindi or Urdu. !i3iis often creates a 
problem for a Kashmiri student in Aligarh Muslim 
ttodversity. 
Hknr the above mentioned problems need its 
solution, OJhere shoiild be a conmon language so) 
that every resident in a hostel may mrt feel 
shortage of Jangxaaga. problem* I think Hindi, Urdu 
and Kashmiri shouuLd be strictly forbiddin to speak 
Snglish* I think may ful^i the piirpose, Becatise 
English is the only media througryar Kashmiri as well 
as a non Kashmiri may esg^ aresa^  their feelings and 
desiresf^ This language is more or less known to; 
all and sida by side«? fuLfill the purpose amongst the 
Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh students to face 
the interview where the yaiglish media is necessary. 
!ajis problem may be avoided I thinks' by introducing 
English as inter- Hall langtiage*;' 
q AMB S 
Games are^  part and parcel of education in the 
modem world educat ion- is considered inconplete withoiit 
the physical educatioiW As the proverb goes" A sound mind 
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in a soxond body"*' A weak and diseased persom is not 
expxcted to achieve much as a healthy person can. In 
a big Xtoiversity like Aligarh Moslim University, Aligarh 
thafie are varioxis kinds of games like foot ball,, 
valley ball,, basket ball, kricket, hockey. Horse 
ridding, gamnaism and weight lifting etc, iSie 
sfudents participate in a large ntmftjer tOD distinguesh 
themselves in. various games,* OSie students of A.tlVU,, 
participate in different All India miversities 
toiimaments and get a good name for the Itoiversity, 
But InspiTie of all these facilities the 
Kashmiri students in A,M»U, lack behind in this field 
also. But it does not mean that Kashmiri students 
do not have the italent to take part im these gamesV 
Uaere are so many causes which check them from taking 
part in these games,' Firstly they do not get the 
inconrageraent from their non Kashmiri brotheren which 
is utmost important, Sftoondly they do not get 
appropriate chances.' TSiirdly afore mentioned causes 
are responsible for their not taking part in the games, 
OJiey mainly concentrate in the studies here in A,M,U, 
and try to complete their degree and left for home,^  
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The questlonalre was aimeset to Icnow the 
feeling of students about the garaes also^ 
BBLOir IS CgVBB THE TKSi£ OP RES JOMBJBS; 
• 
HO. OF SZUDENXS Q^ K^K). 
loo : 1 
: 2 
8 3 
:'* 
: 
: 
i 
t 
s 
YSS 
7956 
295S 
31% 
• 
s 
• 
1 
NO 
21% 
71% 
69% 
TO the question NO- 11#' 79% of the sttidents 
expressed that the malcers of sxifficient provision for 
the games but inspite of all Ifliese provision students 
do, not participate in games, Howeveo: 21% students 
expressed in negative* To the question No- 2, 71% 
expressed that they do not participate in games and 
ati. the same time expratssed that they like it but could 
not get the sufficient time due to short time of 
semester systJera, However 29% of the students es^nresse* 
that they doD participate, in one game or the other, TSO) 
(3) 
the question No-/69% of the Kashmiri students said 
that they do not get sufficient chances tO' participate 
in the games,' 
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By concluding the above discussiom I should 
say that it is the duty of our non Kashmiri student tto 
encourage them and provide; them sufficient chances so 
that they may not lack:behind in this field and at 
the same time I will like t© advice to Kashmiri students 
•tiiat they should be very careful about the games and 
other physical actiiiyifcies unless and xrntil they 
participate ia pnYsLcal education^ their academic 
education is incompLetev 
BPOCATicaaai SIESTEM 
Education or"higher education" needs no 
definition, we know what it means or at leist what it 
shoxild mean. In a sense, all life is a process of 
education, depending upon^ ones curiosity and receptivit^ rj 
its ends, and can only be the iiaprovement and extension of 
knowledge - and its; application to the lif-e around us« 
Ohere have been periods in the history of cotintries^  
begining with some of the city states of Greece, with 
c\istoraory and traditional edtocation tended to lose touch 
with the new aspirations and needs of life. Later, had 
new cultural or religious movements not begun, with their 
doubts and questions, the edvication of Europe threatened 
to become arid. 
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lii. our- cwn, since the war and particularly since 
the independence, the question on the hand of how best 
to provide- alternative- types of secondary education, 
general, technical and vocational, and on the other as fair 
as-Universities are concerned, how best to extend the 
bounds of Icncwledge and research and break throxigh the 
rigidity and formalism of their systems, has been occuping 
considerable attention. To be fair to the Universities 
at their worst/ they were never so bad as to justify 
wiggames remark thaf^iile intelligence inables a man 
to get on without education, education enables a man to 
get on without intelligence". 
About the role of Universities in connection 
Jawaharlal Ifehru said: 
A University stands for humanism, for tolerance, 
for reason, for the adventure of ideas and for the search 
of truth. It stands for the onward march of the human race 
towards even higher objectives. If the Universities 
discharge their duty adequately, then it is well with 
the nation and the people*^ 
Hii saying that** if we are-to suggest one single 
reform in Iftiiversityeducation It should be that of the 
examinations" says the Dr, Radha Krishnan, No one can 
deny that the examinations are an excedingly important part 
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of the academic parocess^  But surely to argtie that by 
Improving them the academic process would ipso facto 
improve is to over simplify. Examinations list what 
students have learnt. But what and how they have learnt 
is equally important. Whether it was intended or not, 
the reccwnmendation of the Ra-dha Krishnan torrroission 
came to interpreted in this way that if some thing cotild 
be done to improve the examinations. 
During the last two decedes while efforts to 
in5)rove the examinations have contin\ied to be madp,hardly 
attention has been paid to improve the qpiality of 
teaching. To take only one aspect of the problem, the 
rate of expansion has been so rapid that those who woxild 
have been regarded as ineligible for teaching a few years 
ago are not only recmiited but are expected to carry the 
main load of teaching responsibilities,. 
The next-few years saw considerable, American 
influence on Indian academic life, and one of the more 
telling aspects of that influence was the criticism of 
the Indian examination system; interms of the American 
practice, it was argued that satisfactory results oould be 
achieved only if Indian academics could assess th:iir own 
students as was done in the U,S,A. Quite a number of 
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Universities switched over to what came to called the 
system of internal assessment. Before long however 
they ran into serious difficiilties. How to combine 
marks given in the sessionals with marks given Ibf 
jtisK external examiner? Not only that experience 
showed that the weaker the college the more generous 
it was^ in awarding marks to its students. Then their 
were the cases of victimization of students as also 
malpractices and some down right corruption. Speaking 
broadly, from the raid- fifties to the raid sixties was 
a period when the experiment of internal assessment was 
tried in something like one third to one half of the 
Indian Universities, It was different however in 
professional faculties like engineering and Medicine. 
It was different however in Institutions like I I T S, 
agricultural Universities were selected on a highly 
competitive basis, the quality of the staff was good 
and the student teacher ratio was favourable. 
Now in the light of above discussion let us 
know some thing about the Alig^rh Muslim University, 
Allgarh. In A.M.U. Aligarh there is also what is 
known as semester system. But there is a great difference 
between the educational system of Kashmir and A.M.U, The 
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The presence of semester system is one of the fiindamental 
difference while is Kashmir we have got annual system 
m Kashmir, through out the year excluding the winter 
vacations there are the regular classes after which 
the University of Kashmir conducts the annual 
examinations, iSiere is no question of sessional marks. 
There is a larg burden of the students* He has to 
prepare the whole co\urse which he read through the 
year • With the result the outcoma is in large nuniber 
of fail tires* Contrary to this there is the system 
of internal assessment in A.M*U» It is a good system 
provided it is made to work in its real spirit, Becatase 
in this system there is less chances of failure due/carry 
on system. With the result the student remains in 
benefit. Secondly the good feature^ Of Educational 
system of A,M,U, is its English medium of instruction. As 
already stated that a Kashmiri student feels no difficxilty 
in a University where there is 3nglish medium of 
instrxiction. 
But inspite of all this the semester system creats 
so many problem for a Kashmiri in initial stages. When 
he comes to Aligarh, first thing by which he becomes 
frustrated/the semester systems ilie sessional system. 
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the titorial systenr and the examination system is 
quite- new for hinu' In. Aligarh Musliih University there 
are hardly one to two months of regular classes after 
which there is the semester examination* While in 
Kashmir a student gets three to four months duration 
±n\ his hone for studies due to winter vacation* This 
way the semester system become more examination oriented 
rather than education oriented* Thirdly the problem 
a Kashmiri student is facing here is the expendittore 
of studies* In Jammu & Kashmir state there is free 
educauion from 1st primary to post graduat classes, 
contrary to this one have to bear the large amotmt 
of money fon educational purposes» in Aligarh Mxislim 
university, Th-"ougb the Jammu & Kashmir Government 
was providing some amovint of money to Kashmiri student in 
A.M.U, but two years ago it has stoped to do so* 
When the students were asked about the 
educational system of A.M*U, and Kashmiri they replied 
as the table goes*' 
NO, OP STUDENTS 
100 
• 
m 
m 
m 
• 
• 
• 
X 
Q.NO, 3 
1 ', 
3 
4 
e 
^ 
t YES" i 
! 99 "/4 ! 
i 92 % 
22 % 
' 82 % ' 
0 % ' 
i NO 
• 1% 
8% 
; 78% 
18% 
0% 
In question No* (1) 99% students ex^ jiressed that the 
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presence of semester syetem tiJe fundamental difference 
between the educational system of Kashmir and A.M.U, 
In question No- (a) , 92% of the students agreed that 
semester 
have never experienced the/system* In <iaestion No-(4), 
only 22% students: expressed that the semester system 
create many prcdalem for them i»e» that the majority 
students were of the opinion that through the semester 
system created problem for them in initial stages but 
they have now adjusted themselves with the new system^ " 
In qoestion No-(&) the students were asked should 
eraphesis be given on religious education or not? 82% 
of the students agreed that it should be apart of the 
syallabi to infuse a kno\^ ledge of moral and ethical 
valxies. In question No-(7> all the students expressed 
in ne^etive i^&%. 100 sttidents said that the Kashmir 
Government was providing no loan scholarship) for th«ir 
studies in Aligarh Muslim Universitys* 
Mow in the light of the above discusion, I should 
like to say that in. semester system no doxibt one remains 
in closed touch with bookff.but not with knowledge, it 
provides degree but not knowledge therefore- steps shotil'd 
be taken ta made; maxa. it work in. its real spirit; 
C I » I H J I T E - C t r i » T U R E AHD D I E T 
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C H A P T E R ~ V 
C U L T U R E 
So fa r as the concept of culture i s concerned 
I t i s the product ©f the society sociologists Ijhink 
that when people s tar ted l iving together, society 
corae inito existeflce#J- I t was J»gically assuiaed that 
dTiring thousands of years i a the process of 
developaaent man existed i n society itilth out culturev 
After the early begining OJE cultxire, the process 
become cyclical^' with societ ies involving cultures^' 
which in turn influenced the ios t ruct iaa between 
the societies^^ 
S.B*.Tylors in. his book •'primitive c\ilt\ire" says 
that the "cultxira i s that complex whole which includes 
kncwledge , belief, art» morals, law,^ 
. custom and any other capabi l i t ies and habits aw3[uired 
him by / i n society," 
According to Ralphlinton (1955) " A society Is 
an. organised groups of individuals,' A culture, ±s an 
organized group learned responses characteristic of 
particular society.^  59»e individual is a living 
orgaaisra capBble of ind^endent thought; feeling and 
action but his inxaependence limited and all his 
resources profounatLy modified by contact.with the 
society and cultxire In: which he develcps," 
^^> 
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The catagories employed for the analysis ©f 
ctiltijxe has bean constantly changing;' These changes 
have corae about as a resiolt of miacreased application 
of empirical methods employed for \mderstanding 
social, phencanenas in response to the changing back 
ground of intelectuals, I^ e changes thxis introduced 
have been a resiiLt of emergence of a scientific world 
viewv A. scientific peruspective, into varieties of 
explainations of cultural phenomena woxild bring 
about the ever changing qualities of the catogories 
and abstractions which from time to time lead to a 
conceptualization of culture^ .' 
The theories of cxilture that were employed 
by early sociologists and historians of cxaltu.e showed 
common characteristics of being speculative with 
ethical pxirposes and a deterministics frorae work. 
Professor Arnold Tynbee and Sorokin's emphasis on these 
adjects of culture is evident.' August Comte accepted 
that society is ultimately anchored- in human nature 
yet individual is not the simplest unit of socio-
ctjltural. enquiry* Spenglar in hls"decline of the West" 
formulates an organic theory of culture and civilization. 
To him culture is organic entity and civilization the 
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dead extertial and monoment o£ the one time living 
cxalture. Thus a distinctioa is madet betweerr. natural 
and historical forms Bf reality;: 
Sorokin is critical of all organic ej[5)lainatioias 
and enterpretations of cxilture which one orgrje on the 
basis of cmology between individual organism and 
cultural wholes• Insplte of certain differences in the 
approach of these writers and their methodological 
orientation all of them share a ntiraber orf common 
characteristics. Besides the similarity, the uniform 
aspects of the theories of all the four: waiters incl\ade 
firstly speculative cdianalization on thd basis of a-body 
of a historical fact^ which could also have alternative 
e3q>lanations« Secondly search for some imdform all 
universal process in culture and civilization at various 
stages. Thus introducing an ethical bias. This however 
seems to be relatively more prt>minent in Comte, Spenglar 
and Sorokin and Tymbee, 
Culture a term in anthropology which covers every 
thing from^  the traditional manner in which people produce, 
cook, eat their food the every which they plan and built 
their houses-and arrange them, on the surface of thelend, 
the manner which men are organised in to commtaadties. 
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to the moral or religious values which are found 
acceptable on the habitual methods by means of 
which satisfaction is gained in rSspect of the 
higher qualities of the mind» 
While trying to trace the distribution, 
of culture on the map it is comparatively more 
difficxilt to state wether to intengible elements 
of cxxLture are identical with another, and wether one 
was derived from the other or not, 
leaving aside the comparatively 
intengible elements of culture, we find it easier 
and perhaps more closer to trace the coxirse of 
magration or difussion by observing the distribution 
of associated groups of culture traits happen to be 
easily identifiable and also easily equable with 
one another through the presence of identical, 
associated elements such as are not the log-ical 
consequences of a particxolar object or its use, 
OSius the traditional manner in which 
food is cooked or offered with swpecific rituals 
to a commxmities guards or guardesses and ancesters 
or the method of wearing garments in every day life 
or on cerraonial occesions or the form and method of 
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majiuf acture or the way i i t which too ls and inpLements 
connected with men's day t o day needs can a l l hb 
map^d and influences drawn of a h i s t o r i c a l nattire 
from t h e i r d i s t r i b u t i o n in space such a method has 
the addi t ional advantage deprived from the fact, -ttiat 
the findings of archeology can be utilized^ in siiblemen-
t i n g obsenrat ioa made In: the present so t h a t 
l i n e s of cu l tu ra l diffusion in the pas t can be 
t raced even, i f the l e t t e r has been overled and 
p a r t l y ob le te ra ted by movements in o ther d i rec t ions 
in l a t t e r Mrnes;' 
Yet another approach to thd theory of cul ture 
i s discerned in cont r ibut ions of Hegal, Karl Marx 
and Fredr ic Engles. Hegai was siibjective i d e a l i s t 
whose phi losphical wr i t t i ngs considerably influenced 
German sociology spec ia l ly t h a t of Karl Marx which 
i n s p i t e of i t s apparent emphasis on d i a l e c t i c a l 
materialism, stands on widen relat ionship) to Hegelian 
relationships* However Marxist theory of cu l ture takes 
a d i f f e ren t approwch which Martendale c a l l s conf l i c t 
id io log les In t e rp re t i ng change through c lass con f l i c t 
eaxd c i i l tura l a l i e - n a t i o n . In a l l these theor ies major 
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concern had been with the problem of change as a-
generalized historical pirocess, TOse problem of 
integration^ con^atibility and systematic adjustment 
with cxilt \ire in response to a host of emerging 
factors from within and without did not constitute the 
major frame of reference of analysis;^ 
The stages in the growth of the theory 
of ciiLttire has also ccfasided with advancement in the 
body of theories of psychology* emergence of dynamic 
concept of personality, reformation of the classical 
theory of psychol analysis and growth of scientific 
tradition of study of history, T^ he development which 
contributs to the growth of sociology of cxxlture 
can be primarily refered to the cultural studies <af 
its phase. The studies in cultture, thxis began to 
interact fruitfully with equivelent and ctasistent 
trends in other social sciences, adapting to them and 
synthesising their relevent categories. Sociology has 
from the last two deceds been seriously grapptAug with 
tdie deliraas mentioned above and gradually a synthesis 
of the two apparently and divergently sociological 
approaches has emerged it possible now with relatively 
greater certaintity to take of a sociological frame of 
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reference!^ *'' Sociology of cvilture woxild seek to 
analyse all there problems and processes of culture 
change i.e* changes in patterns of thought, themes 
of Art, Literature and its styles, value orientation 
norms of 
and/its evalvation, ididlogies and variations which 
changes in social structure and cultural roM 
systems of the components of the growth of social 
structure• The sociology of cvilttire whose scope of 
would include the changes in cultxire corresponding 
to those of social stmcture and inflxxenced by 
changes in structure of culture. 
of 
The difficTilty in the grov/th/such study 
in India has been perheps because of the lack of a 
comprehensive and workable conceptual scheme 
through which the divorce and streams of Indian 
culture coxild be studied in togetherness and changes 
there in coxild be analyzed in a historical prespectivei 
In the absence of such a conceptual frame work studies 
have gradually remained mycrocosmic astiraing a 
degi^e isolation of one unit of social, reality or 
cultural siJb«structure with the rest of the society^, 
Uirforttinately the raethadoldiglcal. trends that developed 
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in sociology and cultural anthropology for 
historical expadient reasons becaine the heritage of 
successive generations of Indian sociologists and 
anthropologists. Another factor which stabilized 
this trend in Indian sociology was greater impact 
of classical fvinctionalism of Malinowski and 
raddcliff Brown over n»ost of the Indian sociologists 
of new generation who conducted field studies in 
tribal and rxiral culture in society.' 
However these concepts have limited validity 
and often fail to escplain the cultural facts of complex 
Indian civilization. Moreover without history even 
the dichotomy of xiniversal and parochial may have no 
meaning.' 
The questionaire was adlraed to know the views 
of Kashmiri students about the cxilttire of Kashmir and 
culture of Aligarh. When the students were asked 
wether there is any f\mdaraental difference between the 
cvdture of Kashmir and ctaltuire of Aligarh. The majority 
of the respondent's expressed that the cxiltural gap is 
quite evedent,^ To the Q. No. (2) 58f4 of the students 
expressaed that the ( J & K ) students association 
reflects our ciilture. The association celeberates a yearly 
M5-
cultxxral programme knovm as shami-Kashmlr i n A.M.U, 
which r e f l e c t s t h e cxi l ture of Kashmir, However t h e 
o t h e r 42 % 0(f t h e s t u d e n t s esqiressed tiiat oi i ly i±»e 
a s s o c i a t i o n i s - n o t s u f f i c i e n t who r e f l e c t s t h e c u l t u r e 
of Kashmir, They sugges ted t h a t t h e r e must some o t h e r 
body which should be pxirely cxoltvirai. In the ques t ion 
No- (3) 74 % ocf Kashmiri s t u d e n t s expressed tfliat they 
a r e n o t we l l a d j u s t e d i n t h e c u l t u r e of Al iga rh Muslim 
U h i v e r s i t y Aligarhl? Howffis'er 26 % s a i d t h a t wi th t h e 
pas sage of t ime they have succeed t o do s o . When the 
s t u d e n t s were aslced how they keep- up wi th the t r a d i t i o n s 
of A»M«'U., m a j o r i t y of t h e s t u d e n t s s a i d t h a t t o 
c e r t a i n e x t e n t t hey keep up wi th t h e s e t r a d i t i o n s , 
THE TABLE OF TSHE RESPONSES IS GIVEN BELOW:-
NO, OF STUDENTS ' 
too * 
M 
m 
Q. NO. 
2 
3 
S t 
YES 
58 % 
74 % 
49 % 
• 
: 
• 
• 
s 
NO 
42 % 
26 % 
51 % 
In the q u e s t i o n No- (5),^ 49 % of the 
s t u d e n t s e x p r e s s e d t h a t the t r a d i t i o n s of A.M.U, has 
become o u t d a t e d . However the 51 % t h a t rosans t h e 
m a j o r i t y of t he Kashmiri s t u d e n t s e x p r e s s e d t h a t t h e s e 
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traditions have not become obselate and instead 
they prepresent the unique characteristics of the 
University, When the students were asked about 
which dress they like^ responses were that students 
from different ctiltures must have the freedom their 
own dress* 
I t can thus be concluded t h a t the 
majority of the students e^^ressed t h a t they are not 
well adjusted in the cult i i re of A.M.U. life, Aligarh. 
a?his reveals t h a t due t o CToltural gap the Kashmiri 
s tudents could not adjustment themselves with t h e i r 
non- Kashmiri brothem»-
C L I M A T E 
iSie influence of climate OHJ man and 
civilization:- It is generally agreed that weather 
and climate, have both direct and indirect influences 
upon man and upon civilization but there is very 
little exact; Icnowledge as the extent of this influence. 
Svej:y one loiows, however that extreme heat, specially 
when accompanied by h\amidity, maloes man disinclined 
to physical and mental, extertion tiiat cooi bracing 
weather stirs him to activity; that strong wind is 
unpleasant*. 
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Weather and climate have an indirect 
influence upon man through the action of posts*- gnats# 
mosquitoes and other annoying insects"? Still more 
indirect are the influences of certain climates on 
the prevelance of the diseases. Such as yellow fever 
amd malaria, which are transmitted by mosquitoes* Climate 
also indirectly influences man also through its relation 
to the good supply* 
Hippocrates in the fifth B.C* was probably the 
first writer in Western literature to express the idea 
that weather molds the life of man.' In his treatise on 
Airs,waters, places he tells how the knowledge of 
climate otight to be iised and explains the differences 
in climates, TSie idia of climatic dependence was also 
firmly held by the raontesquieu, even to the point 
of belief in the influence of climate on philosphy 
and religion. He points out that the people in cold 
climates are more vigorous them those in hot climates 
and that heat results in a profound disinclination 
to mental effort and hence produces differences in 
the cxilture, philosophy and in the observence of the 
religion. 
In civilization and climate Huntington passesF 
to the effect of climate upon man and advances evidence 
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frcxa records of factory worlcer and the marks of 
College students to show t h a t man i s most energet ic 
phys ica l ly at. the teinpratxire of about s ix ty to 
seventy degrees in each d i r ec t i on . Hxmtington goes 
even fur ther and claims t h a t roan's mental a c t i v i t y i s 
g r e a t e s t a t the ternprature of about for ty degrees end 
t h a t both physical and mental a c t i v i t y decline with 
the extremes of e i t h e r heat or cold . He finds s imi la r 
a c t i v i t y of animals and p i a n t s • 
Now a f t e r the above discussion l e t us have a 
l i t t l e knowledge about the climate of Kashmir- because 
here we are supposed to know the c l imat ic problems 
of Kashmiri s tudents which come in t h e i r way of 
adjustment in Aligarh» 
C L I M A T E O F K A S H M I R 
The v a l l e y of Kashmir i s f l a t bottomed 
depression aboutlOO miles long and 50 miles wide through 
which the r i v e r Jheliam flows. I t i s b^jhind the ranges 
of Himalyas and cl imate d i f f e r s mate r ia l ly from p l a i n s . 
The stirrounding h i l l s save the va l l ey from the cold 
b l a s t s of the north and scorching winds from -taie south. 
I t i s indeed comprable r a the r to the cen t ra l Europe. 
Srinagar i s in the middle of the va l l ey , 5,200 fee t above 
the sea, the mean JTanxiary ternprature i s 34 about the 
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saaae as at Berlin and considarabily lower then 
England, 'Bie wannest month is July, not June as in 
most of the north with the high mean teraprature 76. 
In altitude it stands over 5000 feet above 
the sea» Consegiiently the climate is conrparatively 
cool. Prom November to March it is so cold as to 
not only bracing but even rigorous. The spring is 
delightfiil and the stmimer is warm. 
The temprature climate on the region 
combined with beautiful scenary, makes Kashmir a most 
attractive siommer resort for the people of Indian region, 
specially the Saglish,* 
Kashmir is indeed a centre for sports. 
According ta the Arthur Neve^ the climate of Kashmir 
is more suitable for chest cases than that of England. 
The American will- find in Kashmir the cold of Canada. The 
valley seems to sxiitable as not merely a sximroer resort 
but a para, mount home for Europeans, 
The climate of Aligarh is totally different 
from the climate of Kashmir, The seasons otf the Aligarh 
are as followws- (1) Prom December to February it is cold 
weather season, (2) From March to Jxine it is too hot 
weather season, spscially in.the month of May and June 
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the heat is xintoleratable. (3) Prom mid Jtine to raid 
September it is the seasoa of rain falls. (4) From 
mid September ta December it is the season of 
retreating the mansoons. 
The climate is the fundamental factor which 
causes the mal-adjustment of tdie Kashmiri students in 
A.M.U, Aligarh, When come from the pleasent valley 
to hot place like Aligarh they are taken aback and 
are totally disgusted. Some students after getting the 
admission run away to Kashmir leaving their studies 
incooplete. Generally tiie Kashmiri st^ xxdants are 
attached by the diseases like m^aria and loose their 
health.' The climate of Aligarh also badly effects studies of 
the students of Kashmir , in the month of May and June 
it is very difficxilt for Kashmiri students to read 
in theijf usual manner or in the way they study 
in Kashmir. a3:iey mainly aim to clear- the papers so 
that they may left: for Kashmir. TSie Kashmiri students 
have to defend themselves from mosquitoes through out 
the 3fear. These mosquit(»s become the main cause of 
malaria when contrary ta this one will find these 
mosquitoes in Kashmir only in the month of July. 
Keeping all this in view s questionaire was 
aimed ta know the problens of Kashmiri students which 
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they face due to hot climate of Aligarh, In the 
first qtiestion. all most all the students expressed 
that ttiey foundm a fundamental difference between 
the climate of Kashmir and climate of Aligarh.' In 
the question No-(2)- 89 % of the students expressed 
that the clinate of Aligarit had a adverse effect 
on their studies. 
fBRCBmnSE OF THE 
NO, OP SarUDEKTS s 
100 : 
• 
RSSP0B5E 
Q.NO. 
2 
IS GIVEH KLOW 
: YES ' NO 
I 88 % X 12 % 
In the question No- (3) the majority of the students 
expressed that the climate of Aligarh had a adverse 
effect on their health^ 
By concluding the topic I mxist say ttiat 
climate is the fundamental factor which had a greater 
influence over the man and is activities. In other 
words climate influences the economic, social, 
political and religious aspects of a social systenry 
D X K T 
It. seems to. one thatt. diet is the main problem 
which Greats so many problems for Kashmiri students in 
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adjusting themselves in A.M.U. Because a good diet, is 
necessary for sound health and sound mind. As the 
proverb goes " A soxind mind in a^  sound body". Now 
to speak of adjusting oneself, it beccaaes difficxilt 
for Kashmiri to read when he loses his health due 
to the poor, indifferent and malnaitrition, 
iSiere is a great difference between the 
Kashmiri diet and Aligarian diet. The diet of a 
Kashmiri is rice and vegetables which is pxire and 
delicious and simple. But on reaching to Aligarh 
he is directly to face chappaties or •Dvinlops*. FUs 
health is badly effected by the beef and unhygenic food. 
The- combination and preparation of food is also 
different from the Kashmiri diet*' A same kind of 
diet is provided in the dinning halls of A,M,U, and 
there is no variety, A Kashmiri is also tries tor keep 
himself away from this food which is provided by the 
dinning halls of the University, I thinfe there is 
hardly any student who esca5»s from the bad effects 
of this food, I am bold enough to express that 
when I came to Aligarh) I was quite hale and hearty. 
Now ray condition here has gone from bad to worse. 
Keeping all t-his in view a qpiestionaire 
was alraedto know the feeling of the Kashmiri students 
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about the food which is provided by the dinning halls 
of A.M.ty.^  
•SKBLS OP THE RBSPOMSES IS GIVEH BBLOiy 
NO, OF STUDENTS' 
100 ' 
*> 
w 
I* • 
Q.NO. 
2 
a 
4 
5 
} 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
•YES ' 
23 % ' 
75 % 
29 % 
57 % 
NO 
• 77 % 
' 25 % 
• 71 % 
' 43 % 
m 
In qjaestion No- (2) the students were asJced 
wbet-her the food provided' by the dinning halls 
is normal. Only 23 % agreed and 77% disagreed with 
the ecuestioift. That means majority of the students 
were, of the opinion that the food is not normal. 
The food is not sufficient in quantity as well as 
in quality. To question No- (3) - 75% expressed 
that there mtist be a separate Kashmiri mass. But 
25 % disagreed or in other words they«were not 
in favour of a separate Kashmiri mess to the question 
No- (4)- 71 % expressed that this deit is not too* costly 
and 29 % expressed tiiat;this deit is costly,to the 
question No- (5) 57% esqjressed that the diet is 
hygenic and 43 % expressed that this diet is not 
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bygenic* There is no student from Kashmir who did 
not disliked the Aligerian food in one way or the 
other*. OSie majority of the students was in favour 
of having some change^ 
Lastly I must conclude by saying that 
the only remedy af this problem is a separate Kashmiri 
mess just like the students of Kerala stata have. But 
for proper arrangement there must be some contirol from 
the University administration also* 
P O L X T I C A I . L I F E 
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C H A P T E R - VI 
POI«ITICAL LIFE; 
For over a century/ students xinrest has been 
one of Indias most serious educationa and political 
problems. Students agitation has caused state Government 
to fall and has forced the central Government to revise 
its language policies* Academic institutions on all 
levels have been disrupted and occasionally closed 
because of students activism,- It is the purpose of 
this chapter to place the Indian studeait movement 
in its historical content and to focus some attention 
on current issues relating the student activism ^  
HoweTer it is iraportent at least to mention some of the 
more inportant elements of Indian social and educational 
life which bear on student activism, --^ 
The Indian student does not function in a vacuum 
and he is very much a part of his society and svibject 
to the pressures which are evident in the Indian society. 
The Indian University has become an importent 
political institution and the politicization of higher 
eahication. has had an impact on the student commxinity. 
Academic politics in many institutions involve ct.udents 
this contributing directly to an increase in activism. In 
other parts of the country, local, state or national 
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political issues impinge on the campus• The language 
agitations in Tamilnadu in 1965 and students 
involvement in the various election compaigns in 
1968 and 1971 and 1977 testify to the impact of the 
political events on the campus, 
"The fact that the Indian student movement 
like similar raovments innother developing cotontries 
is very similar movments in other developing countries, 
is very much effected by its boarder political content 
makes the future of the movement specially difficult 
predict. For example shoiiLd political instability 
grip the country or even part of one region a student 
movment with taEctical sophistication could emerge 
and play a major role despite the absence of such 
movments at the present time. At present only West Bengal 
can claim an idiologically sophiscicated and active 
student movment. However other movments have arisen 
in India, such as dxiring the Government crisis Orissa 
in 1965 and in Tamilnadu on several occasions in 
recent years,thus indicating that there is very strong 
poten.'kial for student movments to arisen when 
conditions for them are favourable. Much of Jndias 
students indiscipline is of a sporadic and xinorganized 
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nature*, reflacting the reaction of students to their 
conditions and to the society at large« 
In order to <A>tain a complete: iinderstanding 
of the student raovment in India, it is necessary to 
discuss the history of Indian students movment* 
Several student organizations had been founded by 
1900# althoughJ educational and social matters and 
not politics were their main pre-occupation, 
T^e period prior to 1990 was a tinie of 
establishing higher education in India and a slow 
developpnent of political concioxosness among students. 
While the militant activism of later decades was 
missing, students were esqposed to ideological current s 
from Europe and the growing political tensions within 
India to this feraent, 
'Ihel920 's brought both educational and 
political changes to India continued growth in the 
educational system created increasing piroblems for 
students^ Gandhi's non co-operation movment of 
1920 was the first major mass agitation initiated 
by the Congress* It was also the first political 
struggle that involved large number of students. The 
first annual All India College Student Conference 
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was held in Nagpur in 1920 to provide Go-ordina1iion 
for the growing student jtafciatat political raovment, 
Reginal students fedratioiL were founded in the 
Punjab, in Bengal and in other areas. The All 
Bengal students association claimed a membership of 
twenty thousand in 11929. TSie Bornbay presidency 
students fedration formed in 1936 helped to bring 
ideological politics to the local and provincial 
levels» 
Gandhi's civil disobedience movment of the 
1930 involved students on an unprecedented scale 
and many of the militant- activities, such as the 
bycotting of shops and the cutting of the telephone 
lines were carried out by students. 
In addition to the "main stream" nationalist 
student movment, a number of other iraportent trends 
existed within the student community. Many Muslim 
students previously apathetic or pro congress were 
in fluenced by Mohammad Ali Jannah's call for a separate 
Muslim state on the Indian subcontinent and joined the 
Muslim league. All India Muslim studencs federation 
founded, in 193-7, This organization which had 
substantial support among Muslim student did not 
participate in the independence movment, but pressed 
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instead for Muslim rights* While the importance 
of the Huslirai studesits groups diminished after 
the forraaticMt of Pakistan, the Muslim student 
movaent helped to shape the political ideologies 
of whole generation of Muslim leaders'*^  
The Hindu right wing also gained strength 
in part aa^a^ reaction to the Muslim separatist 
sentiment. Uie Hashtriya Swayara Sevalc Sangh (RSS) 
foxinded in the late appealed to anti- Muslim and 
anti- cairistian feeling among HLndtis* 
The transformation of the political student 
raovment in India has altered the campus life, The 
mdian campus probably^ has as many student grousws 
and organizations to day as at any time in its 
history but the nature of these groups has changed 
with decline of idiological politics. Students Uhions 
are JierhapB the most \jbiqviitotis organizations in 
Indian Universities and their fiinctions often include 
responsibility for cxaltural and social programmes. 
While the unions are intended to provide a link 
between administration and student in many cases 
their ftmcticaiing is less than democratic, due in 
part, to administrative regulations," In most 
Universities, union representatives are elected 
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by the students although seldom on the basis of 
political views. 
Student unions in nuraber of Universities 
have taken on political importance^ In some of the 
more volatite of the north Indian Universities, such as 
Aligarh and Banaras/ st\:^ ent unions have spearheaded 
protest corapaigns. Agitations \andertakeni by the 
stxident: unions usually stem from local Issues, such as 
university examination policies , increase in the 
fees, living conditions and the like, but in some 
cases student unions are controlled by ideological 
factions attempting to use the union as a base of 
operations against anoposition political group within 
or outside the University, Convnonists, Socialists and 
faction' within, the Congress party have not hesitated 
to use the sttident unions for tiieir own purposes, and 
all the while formally deerying political interference 
oiri the campus. As general rule , however student 
\mions have not been involved in poiiti^ fis and have been 
limited to their social and educational functions. 
It is useful to distinguish between the 
kinds of students leadership found in Indian 
Universities,' The respectable non-political cixLtural 
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and social fltudsnt organizations are led by students 
from upper class families tfor the most part and tliese 
students can be called l^ ie "academic" leadership 
Of the Indian student commmity* Students £rom 
social groups with out a long tradition of ed\acation 
often from illiterate families have led student strijces 
and demonstrations. No other issue in Indian ediacational 
life has received more publicity than the problem of 
student indiscipline. In 1964 gives some Indication 
of the causes for the student unrest. About one 
hxmdred strikes were stimxiiated by demands relating 
to examinations and the administration of educational 
institution. 
States such as Maharasthra* Assam, Raoasthan, 
Punjab and several other states have not directly 
ettected by the s-cuueui, activism, and no strong 
politically oriented student movements exist in them. 
Other states notably West Bengal, Uttar Piradesh, 
Andra Pradesh, Bihar and Tamilnadu have seen very 
substantial student participation in politics on various 
levels and several most particxxlarly West Bengal have 
active and continuing student political raovment. College 
students partictiLarly from the Calcutta area, have been 
the main: forces behind the Naxalite movment in the State 
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and many yoxmg people from Universities have become 
fiill time revolutionaries, ^ e continxiing turmoil on 
the campus, much of which is related to the struggles 
of the Naxalites against their political enimies, as 
well as against the Government and University 
authorities is an example of the iinportence of the 
student movraent. Indeed without the participation 
of the students it is unlikely that the urban guerilla 
movment in West Bengal would have much support. 
In 1965 student compaign against the use of 
Hindi as India's national language brought violence 
to Tarailnadu and sparked a responsive chord in the 
general poptilation. The D«M,K« strongly supported the 
students and the 1965 agitation helped to pave the way 
for the party's assumption of power. Students were 
instrumental in the two elections in which D,M,K, has 
been successful and provided many of the volunteer 
workers for the party» 
Bihar shows significent regional variation 
trend in student activism which is also reflected in 
some par-ts of U,P,, Bihar politics has been \instable 
in the recent years. The Universities became the centre 
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of state politics and academic institutions were used 
for political purposes. 
In U,P. state the recurring crises at Aligarh 
Muslim University, Banaras Hindu University and 
Allahabad University are ample testimoney to the power 
of students in internal academic crises. These three 
institutions have been involved in factional disputes 
and other struggles on the Faculty level and between 
elements of the academic community and the Government, 
Students have involved themselves in these disputes 
and have had an effect on the outcome. Student 
involvement has certainly escalated these struggles and 
have often used major campus disruption and even the 
closing of institutions for extended periods. 
Now in contrast to above discussion, Kashmiri 
students in Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh do not 
take part in the students xmion of A.M.U, Of course 
they are very much carefiiL about the political developments 
in their own state. If we see back to the past we will find 
that majority of students who were the A.M.U, product 
became the Ministers and other top officials of Kashmir 
for example the Ex^ Prime Minister of Kashmir Sheikh Mohd. 
Abdvaia, two chief Ministers G,M,Sadiq and Syed Mir Qasim 
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wire the product of Aligarh Muslim University, Why the 
student of Kashmir participate in the Iftiiversity 
politics as well as in the activities of students 
xmion in A^M.U, This is because firstly the language 
keeps thera away from the Urdu speaking students. Secondly 
they are not provided a chance to ejqpress their ideas. 
Thirdly they do not get any encouragement from their 
non-Kashmiri brothers. Kashmiri students are considered 
some what strangers. Of coxorse they have got a separate 
(J St K) students association which protects the rights of 
Kashmiri students and reflect the Kashmiri culture. The 
association acts as a link between the Kashmiri students 
and the University administration as well as with other 
non- Kashmiri students, Kashmiri students association 
guides the newcomers of Jararau and Kashmir, It also helps 
the students in case of admission and accommodation. The 
J & K students association celeberates a cultural day 
namely Sham-i-Kashmir in A.M.U. which exibts the culture 
of Kashmir. In this way our non-Kashmiri brothers come -
across with Kashmiri culttire. 
For this purpose a questionains was aimed 
to know the views and feelings of Kashmiri students 
about their participation in the political activities of 
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A»M«U. or should they form a separate association of 
their own. 
In question No- (1)- 12 % of student agreed 
and 88 % disagreed, Ttiat means 88 % of the stud^its 
were of the opinion they have got no representation in 
A.M.U, students union. 12 % were of the opinion that 
they must not have a separate representation. In 
question No-(2) 24 % agreed and 76 % disagreed. That means 
the 76 % of the students were of the opinion that they 
do not participation the activities of A.M.U, e.g. (union 
election) and 24 % were of the opinion- that we take part 
in the activities of A.M.U, somehow or the other. In 
question No- (3)- 43 % said 'Yes' and 57 % said »Nb*. 
That majority of the students expressed that they do 
tor 
not want to contest/the membership of the A.M.U. students 
xmion. In qviestion No-(4)- 75% agreed and 25% disagreed, 
Wiat the majority of the students expressed that they 
should form a separate Kashmiri association. These were 
the responses of Kashmiri students. 
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The table of responses is given below: 
NO. OF STUDENTS * Q. NO. •2ES NO 
100 
i l 
n 
n 
t 
• 
J 
1 
• 
1 i 
2 ; 
3. i 
4 ; 
1 12 % 
24 % 
i 43 % 
; 75 % 
• 
• 
: 
• 
• 
88 % 
76 % 
57 % 
25 % 
Lastly by concluding the topdc, I should 
adviae the Kashmiri sttidents to take more part^ in 
ed\icational activities rather than political activities. 
Hhelr association shoxild also exibt academic and 
cxoltural activity rather than political activity. 
C O H C L U S I O N 
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C H A P TE R ^ VII 
C O H C I » P S I O K 
In the fore going chapters^ I have dealt with 
the problems of social adjustment of Kashmiri students 
in Aligarh Muslim University Aligarh, I have given a 
detailed analysis of the data collected frt>iB the field 
survey employing the techniques of questionaire, 
schedule and interview• But it seems necessary to give 
here a gist^ of the detailed account given in the report 
tor a glance on the facts and conclusions in the shortest 
possible one* 
The changes erantinent, inevitable and indispensable. 
Everything tindergoes transformation during course of its 
existance* Htiman society, lllce wise, is subject to 
perpetual change and therefore had faced many radical 
changes before reaching to its present stage, This 
transformation of our society from the primitive stage 
into the model one is not an outcome of sudden upheavel. 
It rather took nearly seven thousand years in its 
evolution, while the life of humanity is estimated to be 
of one million years and of the eleraentry form of life 
to be of one billion years and while the xjniverse and 
solar system- came into existence 29 billion years ago 
and four and a half billion years aga respectively. Thus 
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the transformation and changes took piace and are 
taking place gradually face by face. 
The ideas believes, attitudes and values 
also go through gradual changes* Inspite of the stiff 
resistance by the obscurentlsts, prophets of doom or 
the vested interests in the stattis quo, the wheal of 
change goes on moving. The changes keep^ on taking place 
as a result of inveations, innovations, diffusion etc» 
The Indian societ-y consists different 
coimunities which is regarded as a traditional one, is 
also going through continuous changes. But the places of 
change is xmdoubtly slow. 
I employed the questionaire technique since it 
was cheaper and better for the literate respondents. But 
later on have to shift the interview and schedule 
methods dtie to the difficxolties and inherent risks in 
this technique, such as vmnecessary delay in the return 
OEf the questional res, distortion and concealraont of the 
facts as well as the risk of the na return, etc. The 
interview and schedxile also carry difficxilties. They are 
costlier methods out of the distortion and concealment of 
the fact has the least possihLllty due to the presence 
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of the field worker himself provided he records the 
replies objectively• The consmon difficulties are the 
avoiding tactics of the interviewees, the firequent 
visits and salutions to the respondents* 
However I collected the data adopting these 
techniques from the sample of hundred Kashmiri students 
of Aligarh Maslira University Aligarh to give un. biased 
reporting, 
Otir hypothesis that if a student favoured the 
admission system based on merit and disfavoured the 
accommodation system* edtkcational system language etc.* 
could not be supported by the data collected for 
his study;' The responses revealed that the majority 
of the students or respondents favoured the educational 
system the samd member disagreed the admission system. 
Similarly some students on the one hand disfavoured the 
accommodation system or residential character of the A.M.U. 
On the other hand they favoured the educational systerai 
of A»M»U,' These xmexpected resxiLts showed that these 
had no bearing on the hypo-thesis. 
There may be several reasons as why respondents 
showed the result as they did. First of all the studelrtts 
having experience of three tOD four years in the university 
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Are knowing about the University affairs than those 
who were new-comers in the university, A newcomer 
feels an entire change between what they have got 
in Kashmir and inA.M.U, 
One major problem which has so far not been 
mentioned is the fact that the respondents may have 
given biased answeres to the questions because the 
questionaire was not an completely anonymous. Pew 
students most of the students would not answer as truth-
fxiLly as they should because did not want to say that 
they are against the traditions of Aligarh Muslim 
University, Aligarh. 
So such were the mechanized problems with 
which I was faced. In view of all these it is qpiitet 
possible that the answers to the questions may not 
be unbiased. And could be a possible explanation to 
the lanexpected results. 
mvMnmEm OF SOCIOLOGY 
ALIGARH MUSLIM DHIVERSnnr 
lOWC:-
THE PROBLEMS OP SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT OF KASHMIRI 
STUDENTS IN ALIGARH MOSLIM TJNIVSRSITr,ALICaRI^* 
I Admission: 
1« Why you have opted for Aligarh Muslim XInlverslty 
2* Did you face^  any special difficulty In securing 
admission ? 
3V Had you-been admitted on the basis of merit? 
^' What kind of difference have you felt In the 
criteria of admission between Kashmir University 
and A«M»U,? 
5, Do you think that Kashmiri students are met tnxt full 
justice regarding their admission In A.M.U, 
6» In your opinion what should be the criteria of 
admission In this University for Kashmiri students? 
Should they be given any priority on the basis of 
distant state? 
II AcGomnodation 
1, Do you like the residential character of the 
A.M.U. ? 
2, Do you like to reside in the hostel or out side? 
3. Do you like to have a separate Kashmir Hall in this 
University? 
4« Do you face any diffictilty in adjusting yourself 
with your hostel fellows? .„ 
5» How have you secured you hostel acGOtamodatlon? 
6, Do you like to be in a single seated room or mxilti 
seated one ? _.«_______«___«. 
•f 
III Language 
1, In which langxiage can yoU expiress yoxir ideas 
b e t t e r 
2» Does language obstacle your se l f adjustment 
herti? 
3» Which language according to yoxir opinion should 
be the meditim of instruction in this University? 
IV dimate^ 
1, What kind of difference do you f-el between the 
climate of Kashmir and Aligarh ? _^___________ 
2, Does difference of climate creats any adverse 
effect on your studies ? 
3, Does climate of Aligarh suit your health? 
V Diet 
1, Is there any difference between the diet you 
have in Kashmir and the diet you have in Aligarh? 
2, Do you think that the diet provided by thd dining 
halls is normal ? 
3, Do you like to have a separate Kashmiri mess? 
4, Is this diet too costly? 
5, Is this diet hygenic ? 
VI Culture. 
1, Is there .any fundaniental differamce between the 
Kashmiri ct i l ture and cii l ture of Aligarh? 
2, Do you have any assoc ia t ion or cu l tu ra l 
organizat ion in A.M.U, which r e f l ec t s your 
ci iLt t i re ? 
3 , Are you wel l -adjusted in t h i s cvilture of A.M.U. 
4, How do you keep with the t r a d i t i o n s of Aligarh 
Muslim Universi ty? 
5» Have these t r a d i t i o n s became obsolete(tout dated)? 
6» Do yoii l i k e Universi ty Toniforro(Black Sheerwani and 
white t rousers ) or western dress or your own? 
VII Educational System 
1. Do you find difference between the educational 
system of Kashmir and A.M.U.? ________________ 
2. Have you ever experienced the semester system 
in Kashmir ? 
3 . I s semester system of examination raoreuseful than 
the old system ? 
4» Does semester system crea te any diffic^iLty for 
you ? 
5. In your opinion which language should be the 
mediiom of instruction ? 
6« Do you think that emphasis should be given on 
religious education or not ? 
7, Is Kashmir Govt, providing any scholarship 
for your studies at A.M.U,? 
VIII Ganiss 
1, Does A,M»U, make sufficient provision for 
games? _______^ __________ 
2, Do you pairtdcipate in games at A.M.U.? 
3L». Do you get sufficient chances of participating 
in games ? ___________^ 
IX Political life 
1«. Have you got any representation In the A,M»U, 
students Union ? __ 
2, Do you participate in the activities of A.M.U. 
(election-etc,) _______,^__^ 
3, Are you wishing to contest for membership of 
A,M«U, Students Union ? >___«. 
4, Kashmiri students shoixLd form a separate 
association of their own fir not ? 
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